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language [Sl, 4,5,16,14,39] (see also [6] for a survey). However, their type systems 
are either dynamic o rather limited and do not incorporate static type infere 
nor polymorphism. 
The author believes that the major source of th ismatch pro is poor 
understanding oft e properties of types for databases and the st ctures of domains 
of database objects. Traditionally, the theory of types of programmin 
has been focussed on function types and d 
of database type systems nor their rela 
languages has been we 1 investigated. The 
construct a theory of database type systems that serves as a “bridge” between 
complex data models and type systems of programming languages and secondly to 
propose a concrete database type system that is rich enough to represent a wide 
range of complex database objects. These should enable us to dev 
typed database programming language that supports rich data struct 
ful operations for databases while enjoying desirable features of modern type systems 
of programming lang es including static type inference and L polymorphism. 
As suggested by Cal- lli [ 131, one way to represent complex 0 cts in a program- 
ming language is to use labeled records and labeled disjoint unions (or labeled 
variants) found in many progra ming languages uch as Standard ML [22] and 
Galileo [43. The following is an example of a labeled record expression: 
[ Name = [ Firstname = “Joe”, Lastnama = “Doe”], 
Dept = “Sales”, Spice = 2781. 
Types of expressions can be easily defined. For example, the above record is given 
the following type: 
[Name : [ Firstname : string, Lastname : string], Dept : string, Ofice : int]. 
Assuming computable quality on each atomic type, equality on expressions that 
do not contain functions is computable and it is not hard to introduce finite sets 
on those complex expressions. These three data constructors-record, variant and 
set-are basic building blocks for complex object models. In database literature, 
ectively called aggregation, generalization and grouping. Tuples in the 
relational model [ 151 are represented by records that only contain atomic values 
and relations are simply sets of those records. Data structures in various forms of 
non-first-form relations [ 19, 1,45,48] are represented by the combination of record 
and set constructors. Data structures in various complex object models [2,28,8] 
correspond to unrestricted nested structures generated by the above three construc- 
tors. When combined with recursion (or cyclic \ kta constructor), umdstricted nesting 
of these three constructors seem rich enough to represent virtually all complex data 
models. 
rd to integrate these data structures into a type system of a programming 
riants. Some 
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As we have mentioned., finite sets can also be introduced in those type systems. 
Moreover, recent studies on type inference [S?, 42,30,46] show that these data 
structures can be in ated in a pglymorphic type system with static type inference. 
It is therefore tern g to represent a database of complex objects as a set of 
ressions in a type system of a programming language. 
of this approach is t t, in practice, both 
al of redundancy. 
al model by the introduction of the t 
Instead of representi 
Earge set (relation) of large tuples, we can first project it onto v 
and then represent adatabase as a collection of those small relations. 
are obtained by J ining these small relations when needed. 
complex database objects in a programmin e, it is therefore essential to 
generalize join and projection so that they work uniformly on co 
and to introduce them in a programming language. We further b 
ES eralized join and projection together with standard operations on complex 
expressions form a sufficiently rich set of operations for complex database objects. 
Furthermore, integration of them into a modern type system of a programming 
yield a database programming language in which databases are 
table as typed data structures and a powerful set of operations are 
available as typed polymorphic functions. Such a programming language should be 
also suitable for other data intensive applications such as natural language processing 
ge representation. We therefore hope that the integration should also 
solving “high-level” impedance mismatch between database systems 
and other applications. 
Join and projection in the relational model are based on the :mderl; mg operations 
that comp~tc a join of tuples and a projection of a tuple. By regarding tuples as 
partial descriptionJ of real-world entities, we can characterize these operations as 
special cases of very general operations on par Gal descriptions; the one that co&ines 
two consistent descriptions and the one that throws away part of a given description. 
For exampk, if we consider the following non-flat tuples 
t, = [Name = [ Firstname = “Joe”]] 
and 
tl, = [Name = [ Lastname : “Doe”]]. 
as partial descriptions, then the combination of the two should be 
t = [Name = [Firstname = “Joe”, Lastname = “Doe”)]. 
sely, the tuple t, is considered as the result of the projection of the partial 
description t onto the structure specified by t 
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Operations that combine p ial information also arise in other areas of applications. 
Examples include the mee elation on AYt-Kaci’s &terms [3] and the “U tion” 
operation on feature strl.4 representing linguistic i ation (see for a 
survey). 
type system and its semantic d~rna~~. 
The rest of this paper is organize 
type systems in vv 
Semantics n,f types &for database objects 
preach fits well our paradigm that data 
are partial descriptions and s a crucial role in our theory of semantic domains 
d in the next section. 
infinite set of labels. assume that we are given a set 3 
isjoint sets of atomic values. 
the vaEue o 
II : B, 9 . . . , I,, : b,] is a term 
that each ti (i =s m) is a tuple of the type 7. 
tuple t as a function from a finite subset 
we vbrite for the set of labels in t and t(I) for the value 
hold: 
%c, 7 . . . . ti,,] if i,, . . . , i, is a permutation of 1, . . . , n 
tl!,fZ,t3’,...~=Qtz~t~,...~ if tl=t2. 
We consider relation instances as equivalence classes of the above equality. Under 
, relation instances behave exactly like sets of tuples, o 
operations are defined. Based on this fact, we treat 
tuples and apply ordinary set-theoretic notions directly t 
k that this strictly syntactic treatment only introduces (tr 
complications into the model which would have been simpler and more intuitive if 
they were tre-tted just as sets. This would have been true if we were 
in sets of finite tupfes such as Rat relations in the relational model. 
no longer possible to maintain such an intuitive treatment en we allow infinite 
structures through recursion. Ou r syntactic treatment prov s a uniform way to 
deal with corn lex structures involving recursion 
Among the operations in the relational algebra, we Q 
As we have ar 
for databa.+ea. 
wo tuple types TV, 
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t,( 1) E Bh and tz( I) = nz.&. Two relation types IT,), Qql are consistent if 7, , r2 are 
consistent. For two consistent relation types {~,l, {Q!, define jointype({q 
as the relation typ {jo%ype( 7,, q)I). 
efinitio (Relational join). If t, , t2 are consistent tuples then the join of t, , t2 $ 
denoted by join( t,, tz), is the following tuple t: 
domfr) -- hm( t,) u dom(tz), 
t(1) = 
1 
r,(Z) if k dom(t,) andeither IE dom(f..) or t*(l)= null,,, 
f2( I) otherwise. 
If rl, r2 are relation instances having consistent relation types then the (natural) 
joint of rl, r2 denoted by join( rl , Q), is the relation instance { join( tl , L) i t, E rl, 
f2 62 r,, ti , t2 are consistent]. 
nition 2.3 (Relational projection). If t is a tuple of the form [I, = cl, . . . , 
] such that each ci has the type hi (i s n) then the projection o 
. , In : b,,], denoted by project ‘it), is [I, = cl, . . . , ln = c,,]. 
If r is the relation instance such that for all t E r, reject’(t) is defined then the 
projection of r onto the type 171, denoted by project"'(r), is the relation instance 
{project’(t)] E $ 
When restricted to tuples without null values, the above definitions are straightfor- 
ward translations of the corresponding definitions in the relational mode! found for 
example in 11351. The operation join is extended to relations containing null values. 
Figure 1 shows an example of a join of relations containing null values. Note that 
the definition of join reflects the intended semantics of null values. The projection 
is specified not just by a set of labels but by a type. This will allow us to generalize 
the relational projection to complex structures. 
These definitions apparently depend on the underlying structures of flat tuples. 
There are some efforts to generalize these operations to structures beyond first- 
normal-form relations [48,44,19,29]. I-Iowever, their definitions stili depend on the 
Name Age Salary Name Age Office 
“Joe Doe” 21 21000 “Joe Doe” m&, 103 
“John Smith l ’ m&,, 34000 ‘*John Smith” nuk, 278 
“Mary Jones” 41 556 
Name Age Salary Office 
“Joe Doe” 21 21000 103 
“John Smith” md,,, 34000 278 
join( r, , r2) 
F-i:. 1. Join of relations containing null values. 
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ere, we would like to characterize join and ZjiCj.;CtiOn 
g data structures so that we generalize them uniformly 
ta structures and introduce them to a type system of 
a programming langua ur guiding intuition is the idea exploited in [ 121 that 
database objects are partial descriptions of real-world entities and are ordered in 
terms of their “goodn of descriptions”. The idea of partial descriptions 
pski 1331. The correspon ing order structure was SIU 
[58] in connection with null values and is close 
s [3] and directed graphs [49]. 
A preorder is a transitive reflexive relation. Let (P, S) be a preordere 
ents x, y E P is consistent if there is some z E P such that x d z and y 5 z. z is 
d an upper bound of x, y. (In what follows, we only need upper bounds of two 
elements and therefore we restrict the notion of upper bounds to up 
two eiements.) z is a least upper bound of x, y if for any element ~7, z c w iff w is 
er bound of x, y. A preordered set ( P, s ) has the pairwise bounded joint 
property if any two consistent elements have a least upper bound. A partial order 
is an antisyzlmetric preorder. In a partially ordered set (poset), least upper bounds 
are unique. ‘We denote by x U y the least upper bound of X, y (if exists). Any 
preordered set (P, S) induces a poset. Let = be the equivalence relation on P defined 
as x=y iff xS y and y s x. We denote by [x] the equivalence class containing x. 
Define the set P/_ as {[x]lx~ P) and the relation c/= on P/- as [x] c/- [y] iff 
x s y. It is easily verified that the relation s/z is well defined in the sense that it 
does not depend on representatives of equivalence classes. The quotient poset induced 
by (P, s), denoted by [(P, c)], is the poset (P/_, s/J. The following result is 
standard. 
.4. 1’ (P, S) is a preordered set with the pairwise bounded join property then 
[(P, s)] is a poset with the pairwise bounded join property. 
For generality and simplicity, we treat tuples and relations uniformly. We call 
es and relation types jlat description types (ranged over by a) and 
tuples and relation instances j7at descriptions (ranged over by d). For each flat 
description type a; wG JP write PC, for the set of descriptions of the type CT: A fiat 
description type represents the structure of descriptions. Such structures are naturally 
ordered to represent the intuition t..- hgt one contains the other. For example, 
grl = [Name: string, Age: int] and CQ = [Name : string, Age: int, Ofice: int], then t 
srreicture represented by u2 contains the structure represented by ul. This intuitive 
idea is formalized by the following ordering. 
( Ordering on 
escription types is the 
description types). 
lllest relation satis 
e information orderi 
[l, : b,, . a., l,,:b,,]~[l,:b ,,.. .,l,,:b:,;...], 
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This relation is clearly a partial order. Moreover, sincn it is based on the inclusion 
of fields of records, this orderin has the following properties: 
types has the pairwise bounde 
s is decidable and least u 
are effectively computable. 
The importance of this ordering is th it provides the following characeerization 
of the types of the relational join and relational projection. 
(Types of relational join an projection). Let d, , d2 bejlat descriptions 
of types cq , a2, respectively. 
( 1) If join ( d, , d2) is dejned then a, U a2 exists and jo , d2) has the type u1 U a,. 
(2) If project”(d,) is defined then OS o1 and proje 
is defined then by definitions jointype(o,, 02) is defined and 
type jointype(a,, ~7~). The pro y of join then follows from 
the fact that jointype@, s CQ) is defined ifI cr,U o2 defined and, when they are 
defined then their values are equal. (In what follows, we usually wri 
mean that F is defined iff G is defined and when they are defined then 
are equal). The property of project is an immediate consequence of the definition. Cl 
We can then give the following type schemes (polymorphic types) to join and 
projection: 
prqjec. P1 : o2 --, u1 for all U, , a2 such thai q s a,. 
Since the ordering relation is decidable and least upper bounds are effectively 
computable, these type schemes allow us to type-check expressions containin 
and projection. 
We next characterize these operations themselves using ordering on descriptions. 
As observed in [9,58], the introduction of null values induces the following ordering 
on tuples: 
[Z, =x l,. . . , I,, =x&[/, =y,, . . . , I, =>+J iff either xi = nul&, or x;=yi 
This ordering is interpreted as the ordering of “goodness of descriptions”. The 
lowing is an example of this ordering: 
e Doe”, Age = nulli,,,] c [Name = “Joe Doe”, Age = 21]- 
t is clear that for an ring is a partial order 
cf ihe same type is 
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at tuples). If t,, t2 E then join( t, , t2) t- t, U 
Y de itions. Cl 
turns out to be 
an appropriate ordering on to characterize j 
ring known as Smyth powe in ordering [55]. 
fine the preorder =s: 
t:, . . . , th% if t;E(t;,...,t;} 
The relation < is not antisymmetric. owever, we can take the quotient poset 
induced by the preorder. 
For any relation type p, [( DP, =S )] is a poset with the pairwise bounded 
join property. 
f. < is clearly transitive and reflexive and therefore ( DP, <) is a preordered 
set. Let rl and r2 be any elements in DP under <. Let r = Qjoin( t,, t,)l t, E rl , 
t2 E r2, t, , t2 are consistent%. Since t, U tz = join( t, , t2), as a special case of the result 
shown in [%I, is a least upper bound of rl and r2. Then the proposition follows 
from Lemma 2. 
We regard a relation instance as a representative of the corresponding equivalence 
class induced by the above preorder and write d, U d2 for the least upper bound of 
ing equivalence classes. We also write ( DP, c) for [ ( DP, d )]. 
reader is referred to [12] for the intuition and relevance of this ordering in various 
ects of databases. For us, this ordering provides the following characterization 
Aons shown in [I2]. 
sition (Join of flat relations). If r, , r2 E D,, then join( rl , r2) = rl L_l r,. 
In order tc characterize projections and joins of descriptions of di 
we interpret 8 tie partial1 yordered space of flat description types by coercions between 
domains. 
(Coercions between relational domains). The set of up-coercions is 
the set of mappings (c&,+~,~ (7, G 02} defined as 
(1) if q=[l,:bl ,..,, kb,], u2=[l,:b ,,..., Z,,:b,,,l,,+,:b,+ ,,..., ln-+m:bn+,,,] 
( n, m 2 0) then 
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The set of down-coercions is the set of mappings { Q!&,_.~~] cz s u,} defined as 
(I) if u,=[I& ,..., I,:b, ,... ] and ~~=[l~:b, ,..., 1,:6,] (nH) then 
II, rri+C,([ll = c,, . . . , l, = C”, . . . 1) = [I, = Cl,. . . , l” = c, 
(2) if u1 = ((~~1, o2 = 9~~1 and 72 4 T) then 
Intuitively, an up-coercion coerces a escription to a description of a la 
structure by “padding” extra parts of the structure with null values. A down-c 
on the other hand coerces a description to a description of a smaller structure by 
“throwing away” part of its structure. For example, if 
q = [Name : string, Age : int], 
72 = [ Name : wing, Ofice : in t 1, 
q = [Name : string, Age : int, Ofice : int], 
t,=[Name = “ 
t2 = W ame = “Joe”, Ofice = 2781, 
f3 = IN ame = “Joe”, Age = 2 I, Ofice = 2781 
then 
&, _( t,) = [ Name = “Joe”, Age = 21, Ofice = ntrlli,,], 
Name = “Joe”, Age = null,,, , Ofice = 2781, 
45q43) = t,, 
We then have the following equations: 
Wn(h, t2) = 4q+~~(tlLl $.,+,(t2), 
D73 
his example suggests that computing a join of descriptions of types CT~, a2 corre- 
onds to coercing them to descriptions of the type cl U CF~ followed by computing 
ir least upper bound. The projections correspond to down-coercions. Indeed we 
have the following. 
(Relational join and projection). Let d, and d2 be any flat descriptions 
of types q, 4~~) respectively and CT be any type such that CT s q. 
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y the 
4m2+T,ucr,,(dz)~. 
The property of 
definitions of C#J and join, joint , , A) = join(~,,,,,,,,,,,,(d,), 
Then the property of join follows from Pro o&ions 2.7 and 2.9. 
projection is by definitions. Cl 
The semantic space of the relational model is therefore characterized by the set 
{(Q,, t-) 1 o- is a flat description type} 
ected by the set of pairs of up- and down-coercions 
((4 rl/ fT,~o,)I~l~ 4 ui+*2 _ 
associated with the set of join operations ( join(rr,xrr2)~(rr,u~~~ 1 q U CQ exists} defined 
as 
join, c,,xm)+(u,i ,r&4, 4) = &,+tcr,iJm,(4 _ 
a .‘a the set of projection operations { prOjec?f&Cr, 
projecC&&O = +~~+&O. 
The importance of this characterization is that it applies to any set of domains 
on which we c n define information orderings and appropriate sets of coercions. 
Based on this analysis, in the next section, we formally define the structures of type 
systems for databases and their semantic domains. 
ins 
As a generalization of the set of flat description types in the relational model, we 
define the notion 0; database type systems. 
(Database type systems). A database type system is a poset of types 
(T, s) such ihat 
(1) it has the pair-wise bounded join property, and 
(2) the ordering relation is decidable and least upper bounds (if they exist) are 
effectively computable. 
We call each element of T a description type. A description type represents t 
structure of descriptions and the ordering on descri 
containment orderi of the structures they re 
property is necessary for the types of joins to be we 
conditions are necessary r effective type-checkin 
Each description type s uld denote a do 
at descriptions in t 
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nition 3.2 (Description do Jins). A description domain is a poset (D, E) such 
that 
(1) D has the b element null,, i.e. for any d E nullD c 
(2) D has the pairwise bounded join property, and 
(3) the ordering relation r= is decidable and least upper boun 
are effectively computable. 
Condition I allows us to represent anon-informative value which is essent 
partial descriptions. Condition 2 states that if we have two consistent descri 
then the combination of the two is also representable as a description. This is 
necessary for join to be well defined. Condition 3 is needed for effective computation 
of joins and other operations. 
It should be noted that description domains are models of types of database 
objects and not models of general types in programming languages uch as function 
types. In particular, they should not be confused with Scott domains [53] which are 
used to give semantics to untyped lambda calculus and programming languages 
with recursively defined functions [SO]. Both notions share similar order structures 
and are based on a similar intuition that values are ordered in terms of “goodness 
of approximation”. However, the properties of the two orderings are fundamentally 
different. The ordering on a description domain is just a computable 
the other hand the Scott ordering is regarded as a predicate on the 
and in principle not computable. As an example of the difference, the bottom element 
in a description domain is just an atomic value and does not correspond to 
non-terminating computation (or “divergent value”) denoting the bottom element 
in a Scott domain. We also do not assume the directed completeness. A  we will see 
in the next section, recursive (cyclic) types and objects are restricted to those that 
have a finite representation and are modeled by regular values and not by limit 
points of ascending chains of the ordering. 
By abstracting underlying tuple structures in the definition of up-coercions and 
down-coercions between relational domains, we interpret an ordering on description 
tY by a special class of mappings between description domains. A function 
.f : 1 + Dz between descr ption domains D,, Dz is monotone iff for any x, y E D,, 
xEy implies f(x)Ef(y). 
(Embeddings and projections). A monotone function 4 : D, + D2 is an 
there exists a nction I,@ : Dz + D, such that (1) for any x E D2, 
+(#(x))cx and (2) for any XED~, $(c$(x))=x. The function $ is called a 
rejection. 
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the corresponding projection is uniquely 
If 4 is an embed ing, we sometimes denote by dR the correspon 
If a pair of description domains (D, , Q) has an embeddi 
(4:L4+Dz,* n Dz contains an isomorphic copy 
and fcr any cle there is a unique maximal element 
gard this property as the semantics of the ordering o 
C#J maps an element d E 1 to the least element dk 
information in d. $J maps an element d E D, to a uni 
that contains onlv information in d and is regarded as a database projection from 
Dz to D, . The set of up-coercions we have defined on relational domains are indeed 
a set of embeddings among relational domaina. The corresponding set of projections 
is exactly the set of down-coercions. 
Our characterization of the ordering on types can be regarded as a refinement of 
one of the definitions of subtypes given by Bruce and Wegner [111, where the notion 
of subtypes was defined in three ways; one of them being that the larger set contains 
an isomorphic copy of the smaller. It is also related to the notion of information 
capacity of data structures studied in [27] where an ordering on various data 
structures was defined by using mappings between sets of objects. 
Finally we define a semantic space of a database type system as a space of 
description domains partially ordered by a set of embedding-projection pairs. 
(Database domains). A database domain is a pair (Dom, Emb) of a 
ion domains Dom and a set of embeddings Em6 among Dnm satisfying 
the following conditions. 
two domains D,, D+ Dom, there is at most one 4 E Emb such that 
e write &,+D2 for an embedding of the type D, + D2. 
(2) For any domain D G Dom, &,_O E Emb. 
(3) Emb is closed under composition. 
(4) For any two domains D,, D2 E Dom, if there is some DE Dom such that 
4 D,+D E Emb and ~D?-,D E Emb then there is a un 
on D,, 02 such that 4D,+Df E Emb, +D2+D* E Emb a 
Emb and $D,+D” c Emb then 40% D” E Emb. 
(5) For any C$ E Emb, bot 4 and (6” are camp !e, Le. there is an algorithm 
to compute 4(d) and $R(d’) for any given d Ed b and d’EdomMR). 
Emb defines the relation on Dom such t 
c/&+~~ E Emb. This is intended to model an o 
1 ~titalis that there is only one way to interpr 
S. oreover, w 
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tkn deJined by EmQ is a partial order with the pairwise 
bounded join property. 
_-. 
oaf. From conditions 2 and 3, the rel?kr~ it reflexive and transitive. For anti- 
symmetricity, suppose & + y E Emb and 4 y+x E Emb for some YE Dam. Apply 
condition 4 to X (as *) and Y (as Q). Since 4x.+x E Emb an y-, y E Emb, both 
X and Y satisfy the operty of D’ in condition 4. Then t e uniqueness of 
condition 4 implies X = Y The pairwise bounded join property is an imm 
consequence of condition 4. Cl 
nition 3.7 (Models of database type systems). Let ( T, s) be a database type 
m. _A database domain (Dam, Emb) is a model of (T, s) if there is a mapping 
p : T+ Dam such that for any ol, u2 E T, cr, s 0, iff &(o,,+cI(Uz, E Em 
Remember that on description domains we imposed the conditions that the 
ordering is decidable and least upper bounds are computable. Combined with the 
computabiiity condition on embeddings and projections, they guarantee that joins 
and projections defined as 
projecC;&O = J/,,+,,(d) 42) 
are always computab:e functions. This means that if a database type system has a 
model, then join and projection are available as computable functions with the 
following polymorphic types: 
join:(cTIX~2)~~J_J~~ for all cl, o2 such that u1 Ll (TV exists (3) 
paoject 5: u2 + q for all gl, c2 such that oI s a2. (4) 
The relational join and the relational projection are special cases of the above 
functions on flat tuple structures. Moreover, from the previous results, we have the 
ewe The set of flat description types with the information ordering 4 is a 
database typ; system. The pair of the set of relational domains and the set of up-coercions 
({(D,, C) 1 u is a flat description type), { c&_+~~ 1 ml G az)) 
is a database domain and a model of the poset of jlat description types. 
We therefore claim that the notions of database type systems and database domains 
are a proper generalization of the relational model. The advantage of our characteriz- 
ation is that it i 
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section we construct a database type system and its database domain, which I believe 
to be rich enough to cover virtually all proposed representations of complex database 
objects. 
e syste 
addition to finite structures representable by finite terms, we w 
allow recursively defined structures, which naturally appear in des 
real-word entities. As demonstrated by Ait-Kaci [3], an appropriate formalism is 
regular trees, which provides a sufficiently rich yet computationally fe 
resentation for recursive data structures. We therefore develop our type 
its domain using regular trees. However, this generality creates a slig 
ation that we cannot use induction to define structures and to prove proper- 
is may yield less intuitive definitions and might decrease the readability of 
the rest of the paper. In order to prevent this situation, for major definitions and 
properties, we give equivalent inductive characterizations on finite trees. They will 
not be used in the subsequent development and we shall omit the proofs of their 
equivalence to the original definitions restricted to finite trees. They can be prove 
by usual structural induction. 
4.1. Labeled regular trees 
The main reference on this subject is [ 171. We gather from [ 171, definitions and 
standard results on regular trees (with some adaptation of their presentation). 
Let A 5~ 2 set of symbols. The set of all strings (finite sequences of symbols) 
over A is denoted by k? The length of a string a E A* is denoted by Ial. The empty 
string is denoted by E. The concatenation of a, 6 E A* is denoted by a. b. A string 
a is a prefix of a string b if there is some c such that b = a. c. A prefix a of b is 
prtiper if a i” b. For X c A* and Y c A”, X. Y is the set (x.y 1 x E X, y E Y}. We write 
x. Y for (3 }. Y and X. y for .{y}. For a E A* and X E A*, X/a is the set 
(6 1 a. b E X}. We identify an element Q E A and the corresponding string a of 
length I. 
Instead of using a standard representation of trees based on fixed arity function 
symbols with ordered arguments, we use labeled trees whose no& dre labele 
function symbols and whose edges are labeled with elements in 2’ 
arguments. This is a generalization of labeled record structures an 
suitable for representing complex structures including recursively de 
following definition is due to [3]. 
(Labeled trees). Let necessarily finite) set of sy 
A. Ohori 
is a prefix-clcse twbset of LZ*, i.e. for any a, 6 E A?‘*, if Q. 
e set E . 
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as the equivalence of re ar trees and ~eg~~Q~ 
re 
r each occurrence f in e}, 
f an output symbol in e, 
lit can be a&so s 
ifft are occu~renees in a subterm of the forms j’(. . . ,I = 
. . .)* ft.. . , I== g(. . .), . . .), or f(. . . , I= (ret C. 
iff is the cxxurrence in a subterm 
and g is the occurrence in its innermost surrcw 
of the form (ret U. g(. . .)). 
that for any regular tree cx t 
aI ~~nvenie~~e w assume that t 
m(e) = E, 19 
sect 
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n ((a, b)l a 42 A?*, b f ii?*. Ia1 = lb I, we define pair as follows: 
or aE( ing equati 
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(3) mv(s, 9 Q) = we is some b sue thatfirst( 6) = Q, S”( s, 
b(q) =.mt(w& m* vm s2, a) = q then there is so 
s*(s, b) = (x, Aq) = second(A((x; q))). 
4.2. Set of cription types 1 . 
Using re r trees, we now ne the set of types of our type syst 
ription t ite if it is finite as 
pes and the set description types are denoted by 
respectively. Record, Variant and Set represent he record, the variant and the set 
respectively. Condition 1 restricts set types to be homo 
sets. Let 47 se the following notations: 
t E : 019 . . ..r.:qJ for Variant(l,=a, ,..., i”=o=,,), 
for Set(eh, = a). 
Similar shorthand is adopted in term representations of regular trees. 
examples of description types in term representation. In this example, as well as in 
all other ex lmples shown iater, identifiers such as unit are used purely as syntactic 
to avord repetition an have no significance themselves. As seen in these 
examples, “Dnfiotite tr es correspond to recursively defined types. 
pornt = [X-cord : int, Y-cord : int] 
Mist = ( ret R (Cons : [ Head : int, Tail : 03~ Nil : unit)) 
object = [Name : string, Age : int] 
person = ( ret p. [ Name : string, Age : int, Pare!& : # p)] 1 
employee = (ret e. [Name : string, Age : int, Parents : {person), Salary : int, 
student = [Name : string, Age : int, &rents : { per.von], Coup.5e.s : {string)] 
working-stu = [ Name : string, Age : int, Parents : {person], Courses :{string], 
Salary : int. : employee ] 
Jlights = {[Right: [F-id : int, Date: string], Plane: string]) 
jlown-by = {[Plane : string, Pilots : Qf Name : string, Emp-id : int])]) 
schedule-data = Q[ Flight : r F-id : int, Date : string], Pla;le : string, 
Pilots : Q[ Name : string, Emp-id : int]] 1% 
Fig. 2. Ekamples of description types. 
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The set of finite description types e coincides with the following inductively 
(2) [I,:(+ ,,..., l&o,] type0 and I,, . . . , ln E 2 ( 
#and ZI,...,l”&?(n~O), 
where Zi is not a label of th 
the containment of the structures. 
ng to capture the ordering of 
ation ordering on type”). Let q, g2 E type? The informa- 
e* is the relati defined as q d cr, i 
and for any a~dom(cq), o,(a) =a2(a) and if o,(a)= Varia 
dom(o,))=(l&Z’(a.l~dom(o,)). 
This ordering can be regarded as a speciai case of the subsumption ordering on 
A%Kaci’s $-terms [3]. The condition on variant nodes means that in order for two 
variant types to be ordered, they must have the same set of variants. e intuition 
behind this condition is that if a variant type CQ has a component I : o: and ~b? has 
no l-component, then for a value v of the type q corresponding to the corn 
I: 0: , there is no value v’ of the type cr, that i, &G d in structure to v and th 
q and CT? are not related. Figure 3 shows examples of the information ordering on 
gpe” among the description types defined in Fig. 2. 
unit C point 
unit b object 
object s person 
person S employee 
person s student 
employee G working-strtden t 
student s working-student 
jligh ts s schedule-data 
flown-by s schedule-data 
Fig. 3. Examples of ordering on description types. 
The ordering S, when restricted to the set of finite description types 
coincides with the followi g inductively &fined relation so: 
b sob for all b&?, 
v $T~,..., I~:qJS”[I,:a;,...,I,:a~,...] if UicOU: (i=+, 
{CT] &qcT’% if (P 6” u’, 
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From the inductive characterization of 6, it is easy to check that ( e, G) is a 
poset with pairwis s is decidable and least upper bounds 
(if they exist) are he following two propositions hbv: that 
these properties t Id for general description types; the proofs can be reconstruc- 
ted from the proofs of the corresponding properties on e-terms [3] by c 
extra condition we imposed on the variant nodes. 
em , G) is a poset with the pairwise bounded join property. 
The ordering G on is decidable and for any description types 
019 (72, it is decidable whether q ,a-, are consistent or not and if consistent hen their 
least upper bound is effectively computable. 
Combining Propositions 4.9 and 4.10, we have the following theorem, 
r, < ) is Q database type system. 
The following are examples of least upper bounds of description types defined 
employee U student = working-student, 
flights U flown-by = schedule-data. 
From the ex;lmples shown in Fig. 3 and the above examples, we can see that s is 
a generalization of the information ordering on types in the relational models to 
complex structures including recursive structures represented by infinite trees. 
4.3. Unil*ersc of descriptions 
In order to construct a model of ( qppoc, s), we first define a set of possible 
descriptions. 
( Universe of’descriptions). The set of de iption constructors ic th* 
ecord, Inj, Set)v (U,,, B&+zullr,I b E 3). description is a !FY /J L 
(&) satisfying the following conditions: for all a E dom( d), 
(1) if d(a)=Set then {Z&?‘~a.Z~dom(d)}={elm,,...,elm,,} for some nzfl, 
(2) if a.&ri E dam(d) for some a E A?* then d(a) = Set, 
(3) if d(a)= Inj then the set {l~~[a.l~~om(d)} is eit er a singleton set or t 
or d(a) = nulls the eset(l&?)a.l~do ty set. 
A description is finite if it is finite as a tree. The set of all 
set of all finite descrip 
variant constructor (injection to a va 
ts null values of variant ty 
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et d 
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pes represent structures of descriptions. A description d has 3~ 
a if d has the structure represented by &r. This relationship is 
iyping ~e~~~~Q~. 
valence rekkm = 
of occurrences 
the difference due to the positions 
of subtrees in the set constructor SeWmt = 
= d, ). Figure 5 shows examples of typing relations between descriptions 
in Fig. 4 and description types Qefked in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 5. Examples of typing reiatian 
the set of finite 
the furrowing r~~at~o~ 
1,. . . t I, = dJ:“[I, : CT],. . . t r, : qJ if d, :“rr,, . . . , d, :“QJ,~ 
for any variant type q 
hj(Z= d):“(. . . , I: a;. . .) if 
!, . . . t d,) :‘{a2;t if d, :%, 
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Note however that d E and d :*a does not implies that a E 
variant types, i.e. rules and 5 in the definition of :*. 
From the above ind characterization of the t 
check that for any ription d and any descri 
whether d : CF or not. is property is essential to develo 
Fortunately, this property still holds for general descriptions. 
e because of 
the property d : a is decida 
roof. Let A& = i 3 ad, Ad) and S,, A,) be oore 
machines representing d and CT, respectively. Let S, A) be the product 
machine (Md X )I= where = is the equivalence relation on 9 defined in 
Definition 4.13. We show that d : CT iff M satisfies the following conditi 
reachable state 4, 
(1) if q=(qI,.x), q,EQ, then XE@ and A(q)=(f,g) such t 
(2) if q = (q,, q2), q1 E Q1, q2 E i&, A(q) = (Record, Record) and S(q, 1) = q’ then 
! = (I’, I’ ), I’ # $. 
By Lemma 4.6, satisfies condition 1 iff for any a E dom ( Md (sd)), there is some 
a’ such that a G a’, S$(sd, a) = ql, fi,*(s,, a’) = q2* and Ad(q1):bhm(q2). Since Md, 
M, represent d, CT, respectively, this condition is e uivalent to condition 1 of the 
definition of the typing relation. The equivalences condition 2 of the proposition 
and condition 2 of the definition of the typing relation is an immediate consequence 
of their nitions. 
Since is effectively constructed and the above property is decida 
proposition is proved. q 
4.5. Description domains 
For each description type, the typing relation defines the set of descriptions of 
that type. By defining a proper ordering, we turn this set into a description domain. 
described the notion of a coherent and simpflfiable re 
trees(d?) as a relation = satisfying the property that if 
f(l,=d ,,..., l,,=d,)-g(l,=d; ,..., l”=d;) 
enf=ganddi~d:(l~idpp). y generalizing this and combining it with Smyth 
power domain preorder, we can g eralizethe informaLion or&&g on flat &scrip- 
( ~~fo~rna tion preorder OFI The information ordering on the 
e following partial ordering E~* 
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The information preorder d on o@” is the relation defined as d, =S d2 iff there is 
a relaticm =, called a substructure relation, on §&#PYvs(~,) x Subtrees(cd,) satisfying 
the following properties: 
(1) d,=d2, 
(2) if d = d’ then d(e) C’ d’(E), 
(3) ifd==d’,d(+(Record,Inj}and kdom(d)then I~dom(d’)anddll=td’lI, 
(4) if d =d’, d(e)= et then for aiE k(k 3?lk dom(d’)} there is some P’E 
&?Ikdom(d)} s 
The relation <, when restricted to the set of finite abj, coincides 
with the following inductively defined relation 6’: 
c =G” c fos all c E Bh, 
nullb =G’ c for all c E Bh, 
nul& =S” nullb, 
[Z1=dl,..., l~=d,,]<“[l,=d’, ,..., lt,=dL ,... ] if d&di(l<isn), 
Inj =G” Inj, 
Inj <’ Inj( 1 = d) for all d, 
Inj(l= d) go Inj(l=d’) if d sod’, 
!Id I,***, dnI) 6’ {d i , . . . , d Ll if 
Vdk{d; ,..., d;}.3dE{d ,,..., d,,}.d <‘d’. 
Qn a substructure relation 5, the following property holds. 
emma 4.16. Let d, =S d2 and = be c? SUhStKKiU~~ relation on Subtrees X 
btrcees(d,). I or d: E btrees( d,), d i E tvees(d,), if d: = di then d’, d d$. 
roof. Immediate conseque e of the fact that the restriction of the substructure 
to Subtrees( d ‘1) x btrees( d$) is also a substructure relation. 0 
We next show that =G is a preorder having the desired properties. Rounds’ recent 
work [49] also shows a similar result for a certain class of labeled directed graphs. 
exposition 4.1’7. The relation 6 is a preorder on 
join property. 
a’ with the pairwise bounded 
The strategy of the following rather long roof is the combinatis 
technique suggested in [33 construct a least upper bou of two regular trees by 
tracing the moves of two oore machines representing em in parallel and the 
property of the Smyth power domain preorder shown i -53 that if Sl and s2 are 
nite subset of a poset then Id, L_J d,I d, E s, , d, E s2, d, L_.l d2 exists) is a Beast upper 
ound of s1 and s2. 
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For any description 4 the identity relation on btpees( d ) is a substructure re!ation 
and d < d. Suppose d, d d2 and d2 < d3. Let = l and =2 be substructure rela 
§ubtrees( d,) x (d,), respectively. Then the 
composition 0 e conditions of a s 
relation. Therefore d, < d3 and < is a preorder 
We next show that < has the pairwise bounded join property by showing the 
following stronger roperty: there is an algorithm which, given any two desc 
d, , d2, determines whether d, , d2 have an upper bound or not and if d, , 
bound, then computes of) their least upper bound. Let 
,a,, A,) and M4=W2, s2, , S2, h2) be Moore machine representing 
d, , d2, respectively. Let =(Q,s, ,6, A) be the product machine (M, x M2)/=. 
We say that a state 9 in s consistent iff it satisfies the condition that if 4 = (s, , q2) 
forsome q+Ql, q,EQ2then h(q)=(f,g) forsomef,gE such that i g has an 
upper bound under C” and if .? (q) E {(Record, Record ), ( 
q’ for some I’ then g’ is consistent. We first show that if d,, d2 s an upper bound 
then the start state s is consistent. Suppose s is not consistent. Then there is some 
Q E 9” satisfying the following conditions: (1) for any proper prefix b of Q, A 
{(Record, Record),(Inj,Inj)}, and (2) S*(s,a)=(q,,q2), q,EQ,, q+ 
h ((q, 9 q2)) = (A 9) such that (J g} has no upper bound. Now suppose to the contrary 
that there is some d such that d, d d and d2< d. By the definition of < and 
4.16, &/a < d/a and d,la < d,f a, which contradicts the fact that h (( q, , q2)) 
such that {.fl g) has no upper bound. 
Next we show that if s is consistent hen d, , d2 has a 1 t upper bound by 








0, s are same as M, 
S’(q, I) is defined and equal to q’ iff one of the following hold: 
A (4) E ((Record, Reco~!), (Inj, Inj)} and one of the following hold: (i) 
S(q, (I, 0) = 9’, (ii) S(q, (l, 39) = 4’ or (iii) S(q, (Ii, 1)) = q’, 
h(q) = (Set, Set), I = elm, and S(q, (elmj, elm,)) = q’ where (elm,, elm,J is the 
ith smallest s- r ,.,bol under the total order < on 3’ in the set 
{(ehl, elm,) 1 S(q, (elmi, elm,)) is defined and consistent), 
q = (q,, 9 and ! = (!, !I9 or q = 6, q2) and I = ($, I), 
A’ is defined as 
(GUY ifA(4~=(x,y),w= and x U y exists, 
if A(q) = 6, W, 
ifA(q)=($,y), 
otherwise. 
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easily checked that this relation satisfies the conditions of substructure relation and 
therefore d, =G ‘6). Let d be any upper bound of d, , d2. Let 
-1 be substructure relations on 
trees(d), respectively. Define the relation = on S x 
iff one of the following hold: (l)q = (ql, $), A41) =; d’, (2) q = 6, qd, 
tions 1,2,3 of the de ubstructure relation 
‘(9) = Set. If q = (ql, $) or q = ($, q2) then condition 
% are substructure reiations. Suppose q = (qr , q2). 
d’. If ZE dom(d’) for some 1~9, then there is 
some I,,Z&Z such that 6,(qJ,)=q:, &(q2J2)=qs, Iti,(q 
M,(qS) ==; d’ll. By Lemma 4.16, M,(q:)< d’ll and Mz(qi)< d’/l. Let 
be Moore machines obtained from M, , M2, M’ by respectively replacing their start 
states with q:, qi, (q 4;). Clearly M,(qi) = M:(q:), M2(q$) = 
(M’, x Mi)/=. Since :( qi) and M,(qi) has an upper bound, (q 
; definition, II = elmi and l2 = eitnj for some i, j. Then by the definition of 
is some I’ such that 6’( q, I’) = (q:, q;) and therefore ‘(q)/l’= d’ll. 
Since M’ is effectively constructed, the proposition was proved. q 
The above proof also establishes that least upper bounds are effectively compu- 
table. For the Moore machine M’ defined in the above proof, it can be also easily 
shown that d; d d2 iff M’ satisfies the following conditions: for all reachable state 
q in M’,(l) second(q)E Q&3 ifq=(ql,qAql~ Ql,q+ 02 then Al(ql)ChMs~? 
and if A(q) = Set then for all lz such that S,( q2, 12) is defined there is some I, such 
that a’( q, (I,, &)) is defined. Therefore we have the following. 
rre relation =S on 
ctively computable. 
* is decidable and least upper bounds (if 
The next proposition show that typings are preserved by least upper bound. 
. If d, : cr, d2 : CT and d is a least upper hound d, , d2 then d : u. 
Let d,, d2 be any descriptions and ’ be the Moore machine r 
upper bound of d, and d2 constru 
the construction of ‘, for any a E dom( ‘(s)) either there is some 
such re is some c E dom(d,) such that a = c 
and ifxzy and d:‘Jforso 
y :hf; in either case a satisfies the conditions of t 
:cp. El 
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nitio For a Jescdption type GE *, the description domain DC 
associated with’ u is the pose [((ei I d : 4, s )I- 
For any u, Da is a description 
roof. We show that D, has a bottom element. By the definition o 
to show the existence of a description 
For any CJ-, define t e description ~~~~~~) as follows: 
(1) Q E dom(AM(o)) i Q E dom(ca) and there is no proper prefix b of a such 
that o(b) = Valiant, and 
(2) for all Q E dom( Null(a)), NuN(a)( a) = nullvai(a(a)). 
From this definition, it is easy to check that Null( CT) : u and Afull d d for any 
description d : o. Then the theorem follows from Propositions 4.17,4.18,4.19 and 
Lemma 2.4. 0 
4.4. A model of the ty,oe system 
We now define the set of embedding-projection pairs to connect the set of 
description domains and turn them into a database domain. 
ning functions and properties on Da, the following definitions and results 
areuseful.Let(P,,=+,(P,,G 2) be preordered sets. A function f: P, + Pz is monotone 
ifF for any P1,pzE PI, if p, +pz then f(pl) +f( p2). For a monotone function 
6: P, + P2, define [f] : P,/= + PJ_= as [f]([x]) = [f(x)]. Since f is monotone, [fl 
is well defined in the sense that it does not depend on representatives of equivalence 
classes. It is also clear that [J] is monotone. The following lemma is an immediate 
consequence of the definition. 
. L&t (P,, s), (P2r s J be preordered sets and f : PI + P2, g : P2 + PI be 
monotone functions. If for all p E lYg(f(p))=pandfora~~p~&,f(gCpW2~then 
([f 1, [g]) is an embedding-projection pair between [(PI, 6 ,)I and [ ( 
non-empty prefix a, of a2 there is 
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and for any a E Idom(&,+,,,(d)), 
Wa) 
fi 
if a E dojn(d), 
nullval(a,(b)) if a g dam(d) where b A a, b E dam(a) 
defined in the proof of 
from {d 1 d : CJ-*} to {d 1 d : 0,) defined as follows: 
the restriction of t a E dom(&,,,,,(d)) iff a E dam(d) and t 
Since for any a, b in dam(o), if a k b then a = b, the above definition of &,_+, 
is well defined. 
ropositisn For any q , a2 such that q s CQ, ([C&,+&J, [ I+$,,+,,]) is an embed- 
ding-projection iair between Du, and D,, . 
f. For ary element d such that d : a,, let d’ = &,,,,(d) and d”= &_,,( d’). 
By the definitions of c&,,_,,~ and (1’. q, a E dam(d) iff a E domfd’) and there is some 
bE dam(q) such that a =G b, and for any a E dam(d), d’(a) = d(a). By the definition 
of k*-+q 9 a rdom(d”) iff aE dom(d’) and there is some b such that c G _ 3, ut 
dom(o,). Also for any ac dom(d”), d”(a)= d’(a). Therefore d = d” and hence 
rli ,+,(&:-3(d)) = d. 
For any element d such that d: a2, let d’= t&,,(d) and d”= &,,,,(d’). Define 
a relation =- on Subtrees uktrees(d) as follows: for d, E trees( d”), d2 E 
ktrees( d b, d, = d2 iff either re is some a E dom(d’) such t d, = d”/a and 
d,=dJa,orthere is some a, b such that aedom(d’), ah b, d, =d”/b and d3= 
Since E E dord( d' ), d” = d. Suppose d, = d”la, d2 = d/a for some a E dom(d’ 
the definitions of &,+az and (jl,z_T,, d 
d/a for some a GZ dom(d’), a G b. The 
such that c A b, CE dom(cr2) and d”(b 
d”(b) ~“d(a). Therefore in both cas 
structure relation (conditions 3,4) c 
er aE Horn(&) or not and usi 
definition of &,+U2 
For 
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Define a relation =’ on Z~&~M+Y.I~) x Subtrees as follows: d =’ d’ iff either (1) 
there are a, 6 such that C&/Q == dJb and d = d:/a, d’= dG/b or (2) there dre a, b, c 
such that d,/a = dJh, d = d:/a. c, d’= d2/ b. c, and for any non-empty prefix d of 
c a. d g dom(d,), 6.d E dom(d2). It can then be checked that =’ is a substructure 
relation. For the monotonicity of $C2+01, let d, , d2 E {d 1 d : CQ} and d i = +~,,&dl), 
d; = #L2-col (dz). Suppose there is a substructure relation = on Scrbtms(d,) x
btrees(d2). Define a relation =’ on 
are a, b su& that 8,/a = d2/b and d = d”,/a, d’ 
=’ is a substructure relation. Then the proposition follows froPn Lemma 4.22. •p 
For &I& and Proj, there are inductive definitions. We first define functors (function 
constructors) for records, variants and sets. 
9. Records 
Letf,:+a~,...,S,: o: + eri be any functions and c,,+, , . . . , c,,, be any con- 
stants(n,m~O).[I,=f,,...,~~=fn,l~+l=c,,+l, C =c,+,]istbefunctionon -..9 ta+m 
records of type [I, : o:, . . . , In : a!J defined as 
Cl, =h 9 l l - 9 1, =_&, ln+, = en+,, . . . , r,+,n = c,+,,]([l, = d,, . . . , 1, = d,Jj 
=[h =f,M), . . . , 4 =.Md,), r,+, =G+, , - = l 9 L+m = c,+ml 
andIll=fl,...,~~=f~.l~+l=or,,l, . . . , !, = o,J (OS k s n) is the function on records 
oftype[I,:ai ,..., lk=&lk+,=ck+ ,,..., l,,=o,]definedas 
[I, =f,, . . . , r, =fk, r,,, = uk+, , . . . , r, = v,J([ll = d,, . . . , d,,]) 
=Cl1 =h(d, ), - l l 9 h =fkM)l. 
Let f, : o: * a:, . . . , fn : o! + oi be any functions. (1, = fi , . . . , l,, = fJ is the func- 
tion on variants of type (I, : a:, . . . , ln : 0:) defined as 
(1, = f, , . . . , It8 = fn>( Inj) = Inj 
(11 =f l~...,l,=~)(lNj(l~=d))=Inj(li=~(d)) [~~t<n). 
Let f: u, + (r2 be any function. {f ] is the function on sets of type @,I) defined as 
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apping defined in 
l,+,,, = 
nd o=n+,,...,u,,+,,,~ 
(3) (1, = clr+,+ l l l , 4 = (!/&,if)E 
it is easy to see that all 
his 
necessary property still hold for general embeddings and projections. 
Elements of x and are all computable functions. 
roof. We first show for t beddings in Emb”. Let Q, s cr, and d :c,. 
Md = (Qd, sd, Fd, sd, Ad) and , S,,,, a,,,) be Moore machines represent- 
ing d, 02, respectively. Let 6, h ) = ( Md x M,,,)/== be the product 
machines module the equivalence relation = defined in Definition 4.13. Define 




Q, s are same as M, 
S’(q, 1) ns defined and equal to q’ iff either S( q, (I, 1’)) = q and I+ $, or 
6( q, ($, 1)) = q’ and A (4) E (( Inj, Variant), ($, Variant), (Set, Set)), 
if-h(q) = (.A hf# $3 
nullvalfg) if h(q) = (%, g), g f $, 
otherwise. 
It can then be;” checked that M’(s) = &,-.,,,(d). 
For the projections in WV let q+q and d:q. et Md = (Q~I, SJ, 3 ads Ad ) 
and M,, = (Qm2 ,, a,,,, A,,,) be Moore machines represent 6/, u2, respectively. 
,,)I =. Define 
(1) 0, s are same as 
(2) 6’( q, 1) is defined and equal to q’ iff S( q, (1,l’ )) = 9 a ‘f $. 
(3) A’ is defined as 
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‘Ye nGw have the following theorem. 
formulation of a 
constructed and a 
rejections. For joins, we have the following. 
7. Ifdq,, d2 : w2 are descriptions such that a = o1 
,,+,(d,) = d, U Null(c4 an 
&&d2) is defined iff 
uation follows from the 
Since we have shown that least upper bounds are effectively co 
ve result gives a generic way to compute jok. For projections, L 
at it does not depend on ml. Define the 
(d) is the restriction 
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ic 
The entire type 
e for s 
system and the semantic domain we have just constructed can be 
integrated in an e programming language. SW 
typed polymers programming language suitable 
programming language, achiavelli [43], em bod 
at the University of Pennsylvania. Here, 
reauers are referred to 1411 for a detailed description of 
and to [43] for discussions of the advantages of such a polymorphic database 
ogramming language and various examples of database programming in 
achiavelli. 
The first step of the integration is to define the set of types and the set of expressions 
of the language in such a way that the set of description types type” and the set 
can be freely mixed with the other constructs of the language. 
This is done by extending term languages for u) to include the 
function type constructor and various expression constructors. 
The set of types e (ranged over by 7) of the language is iven by the followi 
abstract syntax: 
c-b 1 T-, T 1 [I: 7,. . . $1 
where b stands for the set of base t 
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or expressions of the 
tions, we introduce 
ge, in addition to expressions that denote 
g expression C~~st~~ctQrs: 
ver 
4 
following abstract syntax: 
exp- 3sions are co 
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In [42], it has been also s own that by extending Mitner’s type inference method 
for ML [37] with conditions on substitutions of type variables, we can develop a 
complete type inference algorithm. The method relies on the solvability ofunificatian 
of type expressions, the decidability of the ordering on descriptioir types, and the 
computability of least upper bounds of description types. Huet [25] showed the 
solvability of the unification oblem sf regular trees and defined a unification 
orithm. In Section 4.2, we ve shown the decidability of the ordering relation 
these results, 
On expressions, jets of rules should be defined to represents equality and a 
duction relation on expressk IS, which determine dynamic properties of the 
nguage. The equality rule (rule scheme) for expressions corresponding to descrip- 
tions is given as 
~Bescription) f dI, d,E Do&f, 8, =Z i&, 
ce % represents the ness of descriptions, thi orrectly ~a~t~r~s the 
ed equality on descriptions. The equality rules for join and projection are 
defined as: 
(join) joiatQ/t,,d,)=d,Uef, if the least upper bound exists, 
( prcject ) project(b, o) = Proj fr( d) if there is some C’ such that cr d (T’ 
and d: apa 
Combining them with the rules for standard equational reasoning, the standard 
rules for functicn applications (the rule p), let-expressions and primitive operations 
e.!, modiJy(eY /,e) etc.), we ave a complete equality relation for the language. 
By changing the above r es for join and project to oriented ones, we have the 
es for join and prog’ecr. Since we have given algorithms to compute 
least upper bounds and projections, actual evaluation algorithms for these 
expressions arc readily defined. Combining with evafuation rules for function 
applications and primitive operations, we have a complete set of evaluation rules 
fm the 1anguEge. 
5.4. Semantics of t13e entire progimnming hmguage 
In practice, it is sufficient to have a type inference algorithm to type-check 
programs and an evaluation algorithm to co rograms. For a better 
understanding of the language, however, it is to construct a co 
semantics of the entire programming lang 
for reasoning about various properties of further enhancement 
of the language. 
In addition to the semantics of the database type s 
semantics of the entire language requires a semantics of 
itched! and Harper [38] showed that there is a one-t 
we have constructed, a
slymorphism. Recently, 
orrespondence between 
88 A. Ohori 
typing derivations in ML type inference system and terms in an explicitly typed 
language. Along the line of this connection, it is shown in [JO] that a se 
age yields a semantics of the corresp 
L polymorphism. It is therefore s 
f the language. 
er than function abstraction an 
r example, the record 
me = _](‘Voe”) of the constant fu 
“Joe” and a join join( d, , d2) is regarded as the currre 
nction @ipl to d, , d2. Recursive descrip- 
tions can be also treated in this way. The explicitly typed language corresponding 
to our language is then obtained by explicitly specifying the type of the parameter 
in function abstraction as in (fn(x : r)+ e) and replacing each constant by the 
corresponding set of typed constants. e resulting language is a typed lambda 
calculus with constants. n [lo], a framework for a semantics of typed lambda 
calculi was given. In the framework, a set of types is generalize to a type a:gebra 
allowing arbitrary equations (or constraints). Since the set of regular trees satisfies 
their definition of a type algebra, we can use this framework to construct a semantics 
of the explicitly typ language. In the framework, a semantic space of a lang 
re 9 is a Type-indexed set such that each FT E 9 is 
is a binary operation @ : FT, _ * Fr, + Fr2 representing the function application and 
y is a function that interprets constants. For our language, we impose the following 
additional conditions on a frame (9, 
(1) for each VE ( Dau {T}) c_ F,, where D,, is the description domain 
we have constructed and T is a distinguished value representing exception in 
computation of joins, 
(2) for CE &, y(c: 6) = c, 
for nulls, y( ml&, :b) = nullb, 
for a constant f: 7 introduced for a term constructor, y(f: 7) is the element 
in Ft satisfying the intended equations. Such equations are easily defined 
constant based on the structures of the database domain we have developed in the 
revious sectio For example, the necessary equation for y( join : 71 + 72+ 
(~,LJ TV)) = j E FTI+T,+T,U72 is given as _ 
(j 
if lub exists, 
4rP(r,&dl) uD,8,,7z 4ytqU’2,(d2) 
T otherwise 
ed to construct a semantics of 
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analysis of the relatior.tal ata model, we have proposed a 
framework for semantics of ty es for databases. We characterized a semantic space 
of individual type as a poset of descriptions, which we called a descriptio 
and a semantic space of an entire t 
which we called a database domain. ework, we have constructe 
ase type system and its s 
recursive definitions. On these complex 
as polymorphically typed computable functions. We have also shown that 
type system and the semantic domain can be uniformly integrated in an 
polymorphic programming language. 
In our study of database type systems, we have implicitly assumed that database 
objects are values. Two objects are equal if they are equal as values. As we have 
dez:onstrated, these value-based atabase systems nicely fit a paradigm of functional 
programming languages. However, value-based systems have a disadvantage in that 
it is rather cumbersome to represent sharing and mutability, which are also important 
aspects of database objects. In order to overcome this disadvantage and others in 
value-based systems, the notion of “object identity” has been proposed [7,34,31-j. 
In an ;::.a ,ntity-based system, database objects are represented by their unique 
identities associated with their attribute values. For the same reason as we -wanted 
to integrate va ue-based databases into a modern type system of a programming 
language, we would like to integrate identity-based atabase objects in a type system 
of a programming language. Although the notion of object identity is intuitively 
clear and appealing, integrating it into a programming language type system con- 
stitutes a cIrsZc?ge. As demonstrated in [43], the major properties of object identity 
seem to be captured Ly mference types (such as the one found in ML) w 
in a database type system like the one we have developed in this pa 
a uniform and elegant integration of objects with identity into a 
language type system may need an analysis analogous to the one we have done for 
value-based complex database objects. 
I would like to thank Peter 
many helpful comments on this paper. 
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